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Location of Cemeteries

Region of Interest



Walferdange (Luxembourg): 739 Graves



Konz (Germany): 1310 Graves



Wormeldange (Luxembourg): 184 Graves



Wincheringen (Germany): 388 Graves
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1a-Stepped Grave Type n = 254

'EXPECTED_MD': 7.813000559002469,

'OBSERVED_MD': 5.191851139889053,

'Z_SCORE': -10.22872880983878

1k-Block Gravestone Type n = 80

'EXPECTED_MD': 13.547847902967455,

'OBSERVED_MD': 8.506959159803944,

'Z_SCORE': -6.366674931792614

9a-Diagonal Stoup Type n = 116

'EXPECTED_MD': 12.302177329071997,

'OBSERVED_MD': 7.360225518270362,

'Z_SCORE': -8.277065670072153



Basic Findings of this part of the
analysis?

What explains a general high level of homogeneity within these cemeteries, the 
differences across borders and the clustering of materiality? 
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“I always wondered, can one honour people with a stone. People are something lively, warm, soft, and gentle. 
A stone is hard […]. Personally, I believe a stone cannot honour a human being. I cannot honour my wife like 

that. Additionally, many [of the grave markers I saw] where crosses. For me, this is not a hopeful symbol. 
Although I am a Christian and Catholic. The cross belongs to the past. It belongs to an event, from which our 

faith profits, but before us lies something different. An abundant life, in eternity […]. There needs to be a 
symbol of hope. A symbol of my own personal hope and the hope faith provides, this needs to be expressed on 

a grave.” 
(C7, 05:03)



“This sphere, again a symbol of God, was 
supposed to be broken-up, or ‘exploded’, like 

what I saw at the Way of the Cross. But this is 
very difficult to achieve for the artist. How to do 
this in clay, how to break it up? First, she did not 

succeed so well, but I was fine with it. When 
connecting the corners, there is another cross 

shape and the cross symbolizes my faith.“
(C7, 23:50)

“And right in the middle of this 
ceramic sphere, I wanted to have 

another symbol for God. And based 
on esotericism, I thought of a berg 

crystal. It is a symbol for God.” 
(C7, 24:55)





“To me, this was the last service I could do 
to my wife. To design her grave monument. 
To make sure it is beautiful and at the same 

time I can be satisfied with it. Because I 
know, I will lie here too one day.” 

(C7, 1:29:35)





“For sure, [C7] and I integrated a certain 
symbology and tried to implement that. 

However, this is not as strict and fixed like a 
heart or praying hands on the monument. For 
me, the house is a sturdy castle. For him it is 

an expression of his faith. It is not like I am not 
a Christian myself, though […]. Of course, the 
gate, that there are new spaces, the sun as 

source of light or a symbol of God […]. In many 
cultures the boat symbolizes the transfer 
between  conditions of being […]. I used it 

many times. I would not have used it as a vase 
[as he did].” 
(S1, 26:40)



“Right from the beginning it was clear to me, I 
did not want granite, polished, Chinese-stone, on 
the grave. I knew, I need to go to someone who 

does handicraft and who understands a little 
about what I want and what this is about. And 
then it was clear that [S8] is the best address.” 

(C4a, 04:39) “The material is mottled sandstone. It is somewhat varved. […] The 
stone itself shows some life in it. My husband is from Calabria and 

once we had a conversation about our favourite places. His family had 
an orange grove. And he told me that his favourite place in the whole 

world would be under an orange tree. That is why the stone will be 
elongated, higher, and it is an orange tree. It will sort of grow from 

the stone. […] with roots, stem and a crown on top.” 
(C4a, 12:15)  

“I think I could have dealt with this memorial 
any earlier. I needed to be further in my 

development before taking care of such trivia. 
For me, this grave is not something I am very 

concerned of. I know that friends visit the 
grave and his family. It should definitely be a 

place where he can be honoured, a place 
where people say, it is a nice spot to visit. But 

for me, there is no meaning beyond that.” 
(C4a, 39:58)









“It is not the place where I need 
to go. It is not the place where I 

feel connected to. Although 
[hesitates] I need to admit, the 

grave marker makes a difference 
[laughs]. It is more, more … like a 
memorial. The wooden cross was 

temporary, a stone is fixed. I 
have now more the feeling of 

something more personal […].” 
(C4b, 12:00)
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